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Dear friend,

In this month's newsletter, you'll learn about how Kupenda's trained disability
advocates are saving lives and improving conditions for children with
disabilities across the world! Advocates like Pastor Mlanda are traveling
hundreds of miles to support life-saving interventions for children in their
communities. Kupenda-supported children like Simon are fostering dreams to
serve as public officials to the very communities that once rejected them.

In addition, Kupenda is expanding its impact by sharing our disability advocacy
strategies and tools with other nonprofits, such as CURE International. With
your support, we are reaching thousands of new people impacted by disability
and allowing them to reach their full, God-given potential!

In love and gratitude,

Cynthia Bauer

Kupenda’s Founder and CEO

What if We Didn't Exist?

Learn how one of Kupenda's trained
disability advocates supported a family to
save the life of their young daughter!

Equipping Disability Advocates
Worldwide with CURE

International

Kupenda's disability advocacy tools are
being utilized by nonprofits worldwide!
Learn how CURE International is using our
materials to "cultivate an environment
that treats people [with disabilities] with
respect, kindness, and patience so that
they are seen as beloved, worthy, and made
in the image of God."

 
Transforming Challenges Into

Triumph

Simon used to experience extreme stigma
due to others' beliefs about his disability.
Fortunately, with support from Kupenda,
he found a supportive community and
education tailored to his needs. Read more
about Simon’s story and his transformation
here!
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Meet the Mbagus

Learn why one family was motivated to run
740 miles in a single month to raise
awareness for Kupenda and contribute to
its mission!

  
Thank you for your generosity!

Your gifts are saving lives!

· $10 provides a teacher with sign language or autism
training

· $20 secures a month of epilepsy or diabetes medicine
for a child

· $50 equips a local leader to counsel 16 families per
month

· $500 funds a support group for 30 parents

To help even more children access this care, consider becoming
a child sponsor or make a donation here.

Visit our Website
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